Scottish Sensory Centre Seminars and Workshops 2015-16

April
1. Braille Competency course, Uncontracted .................................................................
2. Braille Competency course, Contracted .................................................................

August
2. 28/8/15 BSL Research & Assessment (Dr Wolfgang Mann) ........................................
3. 31/8/15 Eye Gaze, iPads, apps and switches for children and young people with complex needs (Ian Bean) .................................................................

September
4. 8/9/15 tbc Let me tell you a story (Ear Foundation) ...................................................
5. 11/9/15 CVI Webinar (Gordon Dutton) .................................................................
6. 14&15/9/15 Teaching Braille to learners with a visual impairment (Gwyneth McCormack) ........
7. 30/9/15 Cochlear Implant technology update (Crosshouse Implant Team) ...........

October
8. 2/10/15 Intensive Interaction for children & young people with complex needs and sensory impairments (Dave Hewett) .................................................................
9. 27/10/15 BSL Science signs and skills update (Audrey Cameron and Gary Quinn) ........
10. 29/10/15 iPads in the classroom for learners with a visual impairment (Robin Spinks) ....

November
11. 6/11/15 Sensory Rooms and Cerebral Visual Impairment (CVI) ................................
(Gordon Dutton & Suzanne Little)
12. 16/11/15 Theory of the Mind (Auditory Verbal) - Outreach in Aberdeen ..................
13. 25/11/15 Sharing Practice - Supporting children in the mainstream primary with low or no vision (Vicki Logan, Loraine King, Elizabeth McCann, Alice Mountford) ........
14. tbc Musical resources for children with hearing loss (Crosshouse Implant Team) .......

December
15. 4/12/15 Introduction to Auditory Verbal/Play & 101 activities for babies (Rosie Quayle) ..
16. 11/12/15 Developmental Journal (Lorna Hall) ............................................................

January 2016
17. 22/1/16 Social and Emotional Wellbeing & Self Advocacy for learners with a visual impairment (Gail Bailey) .................................................................

February
18. tbc Evaluating listening skills and speech production following cochlear implantation (Crosshouse Implant Team) .................................................................
19. tbc Art and Creativity for Children and Young People with Complex Needs ...........
20. tbc Assessment of Functional Vision for Early Intervention and Educational Purposes (Lea Hyvarinen) (via Skype or Collaborate) .................................................................

March
21. 11/3/16 An introduction to smiLE Therapy (Karin Schamroth) ...................................
22. tbc Physical Education and Sports for Children and Young People with Visual Impairments and Deafblindness (Lauren Lieberman) .................................................................

April
23. tbc Habilitation – The Early Stages (0-5) and MDVI (0-18) Practical Strategies and Resources .................................................................
May
24. 12/5/16 Supporting deaf babies/children (0-5) and their families .......................... □

June
25. 13/6/16 Whole Service Framework & approach to promoting child’s voice .............. □
(Gwyneth McCormack)

If you are interested in any of the above courses, please email the SSC or return the list with those courses ticked, and we will send you the flyer/application form in due course.

Email contact:
Joy Sharp  sscsec@exseed.ed.ac.uk
Ruth Simpson  ruth.simpson@ed.ac.uk

Return mailing address

NAME ...................................................................................................................................................
(Miss, Mrs, Mr, etc)
ADDRESS ...........................................................................................................................................
(work)
..................................................................................................................................................... POSTCODE ......................

TEL No .............................................. FAX No .................................................................

EMAIL ............................................................................................................................................

Return form to: The Scottish Sensory Centre, Moray House School of Education, The University of Edinburgh, Paterson’s Land 1.14, Holyrood Road, Edinburgh EH8 8AQ